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Abstract: With an ever-increasing volume and complexity of data collected from a variety of sources,
the efficient management of geospatial information becomes a key topic in disaster risk management.
For example, the representation of assets exposed to natural disasters is subjected to changes
throughout the different phases of risk management reaching from pre-disaster mitigation to the
response after an event and the long-term recovery of affected assets. Spatio-temporal changes need
to be integrated into a sound conceptual and technological framework able to deal with data coming
from different sources, at varying scales, and changing in space and time. Especially managing the
information life-cycle, the integration of heterogeneous information and the distributed versioning
and release of geospatial information are important topics that need to become essential parts of
modern exposure modelling solutions. The main purpose of this study is to provide a conceptual
and technological framework to tackle the requirements implied by disaster risk management for
describing exposed assets in space and time. An information life-cycle management solution is
proposed, based on a relational spatio-temporal database model coupled with Git and GeoGig
repositories for distributed versioning. Two application scenarios focusing on the modelling of
residential building stocks are presented to show the capabilities of the implemented solution.
A prototype database model is shared on GitHub along with the necessary scenario data.
Keywords: database; life-cycle management; exposure; disaster risk management

1. Introduction
Natural hazards impose a threat to millions of people all over the world. Yet, if hazards can be so
different, the exposed assets are mostly the same; people, buildings, infrastructure, and the natural
environment. Despite the fact that exposure is often treated as a static entity, it should be regarded
as a dynamic process in which exposed assets undergo continuous changes [1]. This is particularly
relevant for exposed building stocks. Considering the disaster risk management cycle, exposed assets
are subject to changes throughout the different phases of risk management, reaching from pre-disaster
mitigation to the immediate response after an event and the long-term recovery of affected assets.
Such dynamics typically appear on different spatial and temporal scales. It can, for example, be linked
to continuous changes such as urbanization [2] or to changes of the residential building quality through
retrofitting or other risk-reducing measures [3] as part of the mitigation phase. Damage and collapse
of exposed buildings are typical abrupt changes that appear in consequence of a disastrous event [4].
Construction of temporary shelters or reconstruction of buildings are other examples of rapid and
continuous exposure dynamics that are typically linked to the short- and long-term post-disaster
phases [5].
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With respect to the collection of exposure and/or damage data at a per-building scale, typical
methods involve in-situ screening surveys [6]. Often aggregated census data are used for regional
to national scale risk studies [7]. Lately, an increasing demand for remote sensing studies at these
scales can be observed, with a shift going from simple (single timestamp) mapping to (multi-temporal)
monitoring of exposed building stocks and damages from satellite images [8]. Due to the increasingly
large variety of possible exposure and/or damage data sources and their inherent spatio-temporal
nature, database models in support of disaster risk management need to consider aspects of data
harmonization and integration and be able to store and efficiently manage data coming from different
sources, at varying scales, with different quality, and changing over time and space. The crucial
point of data storage and management is, however, rarely mentioned in the context of disaster
risk management, despite the fact that it is becoming increasingly important with the increase in
data volume and complexity. Pittore et al. (2016) [9] provide an overview of the challenges of
implementing an exposure model for different geo-hazards at a global scale within a dynamic and
scalable framework. Specific points that need to be jointly addressed by a database model in the context
of disaster risk management include spatio-temporal data modelling, the use of standard taxonomies,
multi-representation, information life-cycle management, and distributed version control [10], each of
which can be considered separate research domains. A large body of literature exists on the different
topics (see Section 2); however, as yet, no publicly available data management technology exists, to best
of the authors’ knowledge that matches these requirements in a single solution with particular focus
on disaster risk management.
The objective of this work is, therefore, to provide a conceptual and technical solution to store
and manage heterogeneous building exposure data in a dynamic and spatially referenced manner
throughout their life cycle. The proposed solution is implemented on the basis of free and open source
software components. It combines best practices from different research domains into a single solution
that specifically addresses the data management needs throughout different phases of the disaster risk
management cycle.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of existing work in the
different research domains that are touched by this study. Choices made and advances achieved in
order to support disaster risk management efforts are addressed. Section 3 introduces the database
model. Sections 4 and 5 describe the information life-cycle management solution and distributed
version control. Section 6 builds up on the concepts and solutions presented in the previous sections
and describes a realistic scenario related to building exposure data management during different
phases of an earthquake risk management cycle. Sections 7 and 8 close the paper with discussion
and conclusions.
2. Exposure Data Management in Support of Disaster Risk Management
This section provides an overview of the most relevant work in the different research domains
tackled by this study and identifies the choices that were being made in order to implement a prototype
database and information life-cycle management solution.
2.1. Spatio-Temporal Databases
Spatio-temporal databases are characterized by both spatial and temporal semantics and deal
with real-world applications in which spatial changes occur over time. A data model must, therefore,
allow for spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal queries to be performed. Changes over time can apply
to the geometry, topology, or attribute characteristics of an object, leading to eight possible change type
scenarios [11], as depicted in Figure 1. Earlier work in the direction of spatio-temporal database design
was characterized by separate research in either the spatial [12] or temporal [13] domain. Since the
emerging of combined spatio-temporal databases, numerous approaches have been proposed for data
modeling, and reviews have categorized and compared the existing work. Langran (1992) [14] was
one of the first authors who specifically addressed the temporal domain in Geographic Information
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temporal domain in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Different approaches to
spatio-temporal data modelling have been proposed since then, including object-oriented data
Systems (GIS). Different approaches to spatio-temporal data modelling have been proposed since
modelling [15] or cell tuple-based data models, as proposed for example in [16]. Also relational
then, including object-oriented data modelling [15] or cell tuple-based data models, as proposed for
models have been proposed to handle spatio-temporal data such as in [17,18]. Comprehensive
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multi-resolution or multi-scale database.
Multi-resolution models mainly evolved in response to requirements imposed by web
mapping applications that deal with auto-generalization between different zoom levels [25].
CityGML [26], for example, provides a comprehensive data model to represent 3D city models
under consideration of five different detail levels. Two general cases of multi-resolution datasets
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five different detail levels. Two general cases of multi-resolution datasets can be distinguished. First,
datasets at different resolutions are generated independently and need to be linked in the database by
matching procedures. Second, lower resolution representations are derived from higher resolution data
by generalization functions and their link is established by the generalization process. In the context of
disaster risk management, multi-resolution is of high relevance, mainly due to the fact that exposed
assets and/or damages are often described by data from different sources and at different scales.
In previous work of the authors [27], for example, point- and path-wise visual screenings of single
buildings are used in combination with large area remote sensing observations to derive a multi-scale
exposure model. Due to the fact that exposure models often combine datasets from different sources at
different scales, particular emphasis was given to implement independent matching procedures.
Sester et al. (2004) [23] describe three possible structures for matching different resolutions in
the database: attribute-based structure, additional attribute, and additional linking tables. In an
attribute-based structure, everything is stored in one dataset and additional attributes are used
to describe the different appearances. Another option is to link the datasets by using additional
attributes that store only identifiers (IDs) that refer to the corresponding objects at the lower resolutions.
One attribute per resolution level would be required for this option and the different resolution objects
could be stored either within the same table or in different tables. The third option is based on
the additional attribute structure but stores the resolution IDs in a separate table. To minimize the
complexity of Structured Query Language (SQL) queries and the number of database accesses, the
additional attribute linking structure was selected, and attributes are added for each resolution level in
the same table.
2.3. Taxonomy
Given the complex elements composing the exposure of the built human environment (for instance,
the structural components of a building), a clearly defined taxonomy is essential in order to overcome
possible misunderstandings amongst data collectors and analysts, especially at transnational and
global scales. The preparation of a taxonomy involves the creation of an exhaustive and structured set
of mutually exclusive and well-described attributes, which can be structured hierarchically or faceted
and encoded in numeric or alphabetical codes [28]. A taxonomy suitable for describing exposure
at large-scale should be international in scope, detailed, collapsible, extendable, user friendly, and
suitable to describe different types of exposed assets with enough detail to match the requirement
of the related vulnerability models [29]. Moreover, ideally an exposure model could accommodate
structural and non-structural features relevant for different natural hazards, therefore setting the base
for an efficient, integrated, multi-risk exposure modelling. The harmonization of information between
taxonomies is of particular importance in order to be able to combine or compare data that have been
collected about different inventories, or over different time periods, and which may potentially have
involved different data collection methods and/or spatial units. Harmonization can be achieved by
applying consistent standards and taxonomies across different data sets and by establishing look-up
tables mapping the homologous categories of different taxonomies.
Several taxonomies have been developed mainly in the field of earthquake engineering in order
to classify and characterize building inventories in standardized and comparable ways. Widely
used taxonomies that aim at describing the structural components of buildings include HAZUS [30],
the European Macroseismic Scale 1998 (EMS-98) [31], Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for
Response (PAGER) [32], and the World Housing Encyclopedia [33]. A structural taxonomy is just
one of several taxonomies that together contain all the relevant data about a particular exposed asset.
Other (non-structural) taxonomies are used to encode further information, including non-structural
features, occupancy, population, or economic values. A recently established structural taxonomy
that also includes few non-structural attributes (e.g., occupancy) is the Global Earthquake Model
(GEM) Building Taxonomy [29]. It follows the concept of a faceted taxonomy [34]. In comparison to
hierarchical taxonomies, where the data are organized in a tree-like structure, the hierarchy of classes
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in faceted taxonomies is not fixed and can be changed. Faceted taxonomies allow information to be
navigated along multiple paths corresponding to different arrangements of the facets and items in more
than one dimension. Due to its clear and flexible structure, its complexity and comprehensiveness and
the fact that it may also be applicable to hazards other than earthquakes, the GEM Building Taxonomy
Version 2.0 was used as the basis to structure the taxonomy schema of the proposed database model.
2.4. Information Life-Cycle Management
The concept of a life cycle implies that information elements (in the following referred to as
objects) have a definable point of creation and a similar point of destruction or disposal. Life cycle
development focuses on the change of the information itself and on the change of its value over time.
Value transformation occurs when information is created, updated, or disposed. Information value
is often defined in financial terms as the amount a decision maker would be willing to invest for
information prior to making a decision. However, the types of information value can be of different
natures, reaching from financial to operational to intrinsic. Chen (2005) [35], for example, presents
an information valuation approach that quantifies the value of a given piece of information in an
automated manner based on an analysis of its usage over time. In the context of building exposure data
management, the information value is closely linked to information quality, wherein map and thematic
accuracy are widely used proxies to value the information. Map accuracy can be distinguished into
location and classification accuracy. Location accuracy answers the question if the objects that are
mapped and the data sources themselves are located on the earth and to one another. Classification
accuracy quantifies if a material on the earth or a condition is mapped correctly [36]. The thematic
accuracy is less well constrained and can be approached from different directions. A possible way to
quantify thematic accuracy is to assign a degree of belief, as is described in detail by Huber (2006) [37].
In the context of this study, the information value is associated with map accuracy for spatial attributes
and with thematic accuracy (here defined as degree of belief) for thematic attributes.
In database models, the information life cycle indicates the history of objects that are stored in a
database both in terms of their real-world evolution and in terms of the database transactions referring
to them. This means that a database model should be able to keep track of and archive the real-world
changes of an object (from creation to destruction). At the same time, it should be able to register any
modifications to an object at database level by logging transactions that are linked to a specific object.
In order to do this, a bi-temporal database model is implemented in this study as described above.
Information collected from different sources is, moreover, subject to uncertainties that not only
vary between sources but also over time. Therefore, life-cycle management should be uncertainty
aware. The integration and use of spatio-temporal information affected by uncertainty is a topic
gaining attention since when Geographical Information Systems (GIS) started becoming widespread.
For instance, Shi (2007) [38] describes an object-oriented meta-data error database for capturing quality
information and temporal information, information about sources of data, processing steps, and
cartographic generalizations on the datasets. Tu et al. (2006) [39] use hierarchical and hybrid Bayesian
networks to integrate information among multiple agencies. Butenuth et al. (2007) [40] introduce
integration algorithms for vector and raster data sets in federated databases. In previous work,
the authors used Bayesian networks to integrate proxy information extracted from different image
sources to derive posterior probability distributions of structural vulnerability classes for buildings [41].
2.5. Distributed Version Control
With respect to non-distributed version control systems, where clients have to connect to a
central server to coordinate the versioning, a distributed version control system takes a peer-to-peer
approach. In a distributed version control system, each client’s copy of a repository is a repository
on its own, able to synchronize with any other peer to exchange patches and further software
development [10]. Recently, a new class of distributed version control systems, which have evolved
in the domain of software development, can be considered mature enough to be used for handling
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geospatial information. The most popular and widely used among these systems is Git, which
was originally developed by Linus Torwald for managing Linux source-code. With the focus on
source-code versioning, it can only be applied to version information that is stored in text-based
formats such as GeoJSON or Comma Separated Value (CSV) files. GeoGig is a system that builds
up on the general principals of Git and explicitly supports the versioning of geospatial information.
GeoGig is developed and maintained by Boundless on a free and open-source basis. The founders
of GeoGig support a shift away from treating geospatial information as strict data (stores of rows
and columns optimized to be sliced in different ways, copied extensively, and occasionally updated),
towards treating it as software developers treat source code; as a material living in collaborative
infrastructure that constantly tracks its origin and evolution, even when copied and edited by disparate
users [10]. With distributed version control systems like Git or GeoGig major problems that have
affected users of geospatial information can be addressed, including multi-organization/multi-user
collaboration, crowd-sourced vs. authoritative data collection, or meta-data sharing and updating.
The capabilities of such distributed version control systems in disaster risk management have recently
been demonstrated during Typhoon Yolanda where crowd-sourced damage mapping activities have
been version controlled by GeoGig [10]. In this study, we use both the Git and GeoGig workflows to
test the distributed version control of database release states.
3. Database Model
This section describes the spatio-temporal database model that has been designed to efficiently
store and manage data represented at different spatial scales and changing over time, while being able
to keep track of the source and quality of the single attributes. The implementation of the database
model is based on the free and open-source relational database management system PostgreSQL.
It supports most SQL constructs, including sub selects, transactions, and user-defined types and
functions as well as many standard data types, including date/time types. For spatial functions, the
PostGIS extension is applied. It adds support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL database.
PostGIS follows the OpenGIS Simple Features Specification for SQL, with version >2.0 supporting
both vector and raster objects and any related spatial query capabilities. Also, topological models
are supported to handle objects with shared boundaries. To deal with the multi-representation
of spatial objects, a bottom-up approach is followed in which datasets of different resolutions are
linked by using additional attributes, which identify the corresponding objects in the lower levels of
detail. A bi-temporal representation of time has been implemented, where a trigger function allows
database transactions to be logged along with the transaction time and optional additional information
for user-defined tables and attributes. The temporal support has been implemented on the spatial
object level to allow for a more detailed description of the temporal variability within objects with a
finer granularity.
The database model is structured into three schemas. The object schema (Figure 2 left) contains
the main description of the database objects, their spatial reference, and representation at different
resolutions. In addition to the spatial properties, the object details are characterized by attribute
and qualifier values, which are defined within the taxonomy schema (Figure 2 right). The history
schema (Figure 3) holds the general structure for logging database transactions and provides, therefore,
the transaction time component of the bi-temporal data model. In the following, the taxonomy
implementation, the multi-resolution spatial support, and the multi-temporal extension are explained
in further detail.
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In addition to attribute types and values, qualifiers are defined within the taxonomy schema of
the database prototype. Qualifiers in the context of this work refer to additional descriptors of
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In addition to attribute types and values, qualifiers are defined within the taxonomy schema of the
database prototype. Qualifiers in the context of this work refer to additional descriptors of attributes
that are independent of the type of hazard and the application. Potential qualifiers to be supported
could include accuracy, precision, quality, or valid time. Qualifier types (taxonomy.dic_qualifier_type)
are defined by unique IDs and linked with a textual description. The specific states of the qualifier
types are given by values that are stored in a separate dictionary table (taxonomy.dic_qualifier_value)
in case of categorical variables. Numeric or textual qualifier values are inserted for the single object
primitives directly in the table object.main_detail_qualifier.
3.2. Multi-Resolution Spatial Support
Comprehensive spatial support to the database is provided by the PostGIS extension to
PostgreSQL. A particular requirement for the database, however, was the support of multiple object
representations. Due to the focus on geographical objects derived from imaging techniques and
mapping approaches, multi-representation can be seen in terms of multi-resolution or multi-scale
datasets, where different generalization levels of the objects are provided. However, also multiple
representations of datasets at the same resolution are possible when, for example, data from different
sources are integrated (e.g., building footprints from cadastral maps together with footprints extracted
by satellite image analysis).
In the current implementation of the database, a bottom-up approach is followed where datasets
of different resolution are linked by additional attributes, which refer to the corresponding objects in
the lower levels of detail. A trigger function object.update_resolution_ids() has been implemented to
identify for each object at each resolution level its corresponding representations at the other resolution
levels and to update the resolution IDs based on the spatial relationship between the geometries.
More specifically, the function identifies for each object with a given polygon geometry type a point
inside the polygon that is closest to its centroid and, based on this, performs a spatial join with the
polygon geometries at the other resolution levels to obtain their corresponding IDs. The function is
called from a row level after the INSERT or UPDATE trigger of the geometry column (the_geom) and,
therefore, updates the IDs on the fly whenever the geometry of any record at any resolution level is
modified or a new record is inserted. A row level after DELETE trigger handles the ID updates for
record deletes. The resolution ID updates are only performed for records that are actually affected by
the INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE triggers. This is done to avoid affecting negatively the database
performance by having to re-compute ID relations for the whole dataset.
In its current implementation, the data model supports three resolution levels, based on the
assumption that the database will be populated mostly with information derived from census reports,
satellite image analysis, and in-situ screening techniques. The data model can be easily extended to
other numbers of resolution levels, and level definitions are not fixed or bound to specific conditions
but can be customized depending on the specific application.
In order to derive new (lower resolution) data sets from existing (higher resolution) ones,
a generalization function needs to be defined to describe this action. The choice of the generalization
function depends upon the type of objects to be created and the desired resolution level. For example,
a generalization function that derives aggregated building blocks from higher resolution building
footprints may be different from a function that creates a built-up area footprint from a set of building
blocks. To exemplify the capabilities of the data model, a simple prototype generalization function
(simplify_buildings()) has been implemented for the geometrical simplification of building footprints to
aggregated building blocks.
3.3. Multi-Temporal Support
A bi-temporal representation of time has been implemented on the primitive spatial object level
to allow for a detailed description of the temporal variability within objects. Valid time is considered
an object qualifier and is therefore specified for each record by qualifier timestamps. Valid time refers
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to real world timestamps, and, therefore, unlike the transaction time, it needs to be set for each record
by the user or by the application that inserts or updates the records as a consequence of a real world
change. Therefore, even continuous real world changes are detected in discrete steps in the database.
This is, however, in line with the considered data acquisition methods for which the database is
intended. In-situ surveys or remote sensing analysis for example depend on (stepwise) acquisition
times of the surveys or the satellite images acquired over an area of interest. Satellites have specific
revisit periods or temporal resolutions, which depend upon their orbit, sensor specifications, and
number of satellites (in the case of a satellite constellation), which in practice define the temporal
granularity. Similarly, in-situ surveys are usually carried out iteratively at discrete time steps.
In order to keep track of the history of the real world objects, a live-history approach is followed.
This means that deleted or changed records are archived in the history schema (history.logged_actions)
along with additional information about the corresponding database transaction. A generic trigger
function history.if_modified_func() archives the records and logs the transaction times and additional
information about changes to selected tables and attributes. The function is based on the PostgreSQL
Audit Trigger and was modified according to the requirements of this work. The logging of transactions
can be done at a statement level or at a row level. Control is logged separately for each table, and the
data columns to be logged can be specified individually. Row values are recorded as hstore fields instead
of text, which allows for more sophisticated queries on the history and reduces query complexity and
storage space.
The combination of a bi-temporal data model with a live-history approach allows for a
straightforward recovery of former states of the database at defined transaction or valid times
and for sophisticated temporal queries. Two functions have been implemented that allow views
of the transaction and valid time history, which can be easily queried for spatial, attribute, valid,
and transaction time components, to be recovered.

•
•

ttime_gethistory(): This function selects from history.logged_actions all records that have been
modified in the logged tables. It provides the transaction time history.
vtime_gethistory(): This function selects from history.logged_actions all records that have been subject
to a real world change. For each record, the latest version at each valid time is selected. It provides
the valid time history.
Examples that use transaction and valid time history functions are given in Section 6.2.

4. Information Life-Cycle Management Solution
Figure 4 shows a schema of the information life cycle exemplified within this work and
implemented at database level in PostgreSQL. New information enters the database workflow in
the creation phase. Along with the actual object to be added to the database, several meta-data
attributes need to be defined. Among these are the source of the information item and its value.
The use of data entry forms for user driven information creation can enforce these additional meta-data
attributes. Once new information is created, it is integrated with already existing information. In the
case of geospatial information, it is checked if geoinformation already exists in the database at the
same location of the newly created item. A spatial overlap between new and old items forces their
values to be compared, and the information item with the lower value is replaced with the higher
value item. The overall values of the database are then updated accordingly, and the information is
ready for usage for further analysis and interpretation by the user. Several customized spatio-temporal
query functions and views are implemented in order to improve information accessibility during the
usage phase of the life-cycle model. The database model supports transaction logging and record
archival. Once information is modified or disposed, its previous state can be archived and the database
transaction can be logged. In case the modification refers to an update with information with higher
value (e.g., better information became available), the archiving mechanism allows previous database
states to be retrieved or recovered at any given transaction time. In case of the modification or disposal
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referring to real-world changes, this mechanism allows the full history of an object from its creation
(e.g., construction of a building), through modifications (e.g., retrofitting of a building) to its disposal
(e.g., destruction of a building) to be archived. The different parts of the database workflow are
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2017, 6, 114
10 of 20
described in greater detail in the following paragraphs.
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4.3. Information Modification and Value Updating
In the database model, the information is described at the attribute level using qualifiers. In
principle, different kinds of value descriptors are possible, depending on the user-driven definition
of the information value. This could be costs, accuracy, and degree of belief; time; or other
application specific values. In the context of this work, information value is associated with quality
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4.3. Information Modification and Value Updating
In the database model, the information is described at the attribute level using qualifiers.
In principle, different kinds of value descriptors are possible, depending on the user-driven definition
of the information value. This could be costs, accuracy, and degree of belief; time; or other application
specific values. In the context of this work, information value is associated with quality in the form of
map accuracy for geometrical information and degree of belief for thematic information.
Table 1 shows an excerpt of a dynamically created meta-data summary view. The view
summarizes the currently available attributes, their sources, and their average value (here average
degree of belief in percent). Whenever information is updated in the database, its value is also
updated, and, accordingly, the average value of the overall information content of the database is
adjusted. The value of information can be used as a proxy to guide the information integration,
as proposed, for example, by Tu et al. (2006) [39] or by previous work of the authors, in which Bayesian
networks are used for automated information integration and the probabilistic vulnerability estimation
of structures [41]. In its current implementation, the database model provides all the necessary
attributes and updating mechanisms to set up automated integration functions under consideration
of uncertainties.
Table 1. Excerpt of a dynamically created meta-data summary table that summarizes the currently
available attributes, their sources, and the evolution of their average value (here degree of belief in
percent) from release R1 to R3.
Attribute
Type

Description

Source

Value
Type

Avg Value
R1

Avg Value
R2

Avg Value
R3

HEIGHT
LLRS
MAT_PROP
MAT_TECH
MAT_TYPE
OCCUPY
OCCUPY_DT
THE_GEOM
YR_BUILT

Height
Lateral Load-Resisting System
Material Property
Material Technology
Material Type
Building Occupancy Class
Building Occupancy Class—Detail
Object geometry
Date of Construction or Retrofit

RRVS
RRVS
RRVS
RRVS
RRVS
RRVS
RRVS
EO, OSM, OF
RRVS

BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP
BP

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
73.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
84.04
0.00

47.52
46.88
45.58
55.29
52.82
46.76
49.35
86.91
0.00

4.4. Information Disposal and Archiving
In the case of geospatial information management, information about a geographic object can
be disposed and archived because (1) it is replaced with information of higher value (e.g., accuracy)
or (2) the object that the information is referring to (e.g., building) has been modified or destructed
in reality. In both cases, the obsolete information is disposed and archived for possible later retrieval.
The difference between the two cases being that in case (1) the archived information refers to the
database transaction life-cycle of the object, whereas in case (2) the archived information relates to the
real-world life-cycle of the object.
Depending on the aim of the information system, the type and duration of archiving disposed
information may vary. Archived information relating to the real-world changes of an object is an
essential part of the life cycle of the actual object under observation. It is not disposed because
the information lost value but because the object changed or lost its existence in the real world.
The information referring to this object may therefore still be of great importance for further analysis
even after its disposal. On the contrary, archived information that was disposed because better
information became available has, by definition, less value than the new information. Therefore,
the decision on whether to archive the disposed information or not and, in this case, for how long to
archive it may differ significantly from the previous case.
In the database model, both cases of information disposal and archiving are supported.
A specific PL/pgSQL (Procedural Language/PostgreSQL) function (history.history_table()) has been
implemented in order to activate or deactivate the logging of database transactions and to archive
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modifications and disposal of information. The function can be applied to specific tables or database
views as a whole, or the transaction logging can be activated only for specific attributes of a table
(e.g., log transactions only if attribute x is modified). If, for example, only the attributes related to the
valid time of the object are activated for logging, the system would archive only the real-world change
(case 2) and not the information updates (case 1).
5. Distributed Version Control and Release
The database model provides rich functionality to log database transactions, archive records,
and query object histories in space and time. It provides a framework for information integration,
management, and versioning in a non-distributed manner, as it only offers collaboration of multiple
users around a single centralized database. In order to maintain its intrinsic benefits (e.g., quick
and comprehensive queries across different states of the database and its records), while making it
accessible and manageable in a distributed multi-user environment, the database model can be coupled
with Git and GeoGig version control systems.
The schema of a typical versioning workflow is provided as part of Figure 4. The principal
workflows and commands are similar between Git and GeoGig. The content is stored in a repository,
which has three areas: the working tree, the staging area, and the local repository.

•

•
•
•

The working tree is the area of the repository where the work is actually done on the data. Data in
the working tree is not part of a defined version but instead can be edited and altered before
turning it into a new version that will be safely stored.
The staging area is an intermediate area where data is stored before moving it to the database.
The local repository is where the history of the repository is stored, as well as all the versions that
have been defined.
The remote repository is a remote copy of a repository that allows for collaborative work between
different people. In a collaborative environment, the remote repository holds the reference history.
Users can clone it, work on the cloned repository locally, and push their changes back to the
remote repository.
The process of versioning geospatial data consists of the following steps:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Importing data into the working tree so it can be managed by GeoGig (note that this step is
additional with respect to a typical Git workflow).
Adding data from the working tree to the staging area.
Committing to the local repository.
Pushing local changes to the remote repository and/or fetching changes from the remote
repository to the local repository in order to synchronize them. As new data are added to the
repository database, new versions are created that define the history of the repository. While some
versioning systems store the differences between consecutive versions, GeoGig stores the full set
of objects that comprise each version. For instance, if the geometry of a feature has been modified,
GeoGig will store the definition of that feature, which will be kept in the database along with
the previous version of the same feature. For features not modified from one version to another,
the corresponding objects are not stored again, and the new version points to the same previous
object. So while each version is a new set of objects, the data for these objects are only stored once.

Where the database archiving functionality is designed to ease storage and querying of object
histories and to provide a framework for information integration and updating in a non-distributed
manner, Git and GeoGig are designed to ease collaboration among people working on the same
data. The repository can accept changes from different people working on the same data, and the
changes done by different users can be shared. Instead of a single repository, there can be a number
of connected remote repositories, each of them working independently but communicating and
interacting when needed.
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6. Application Scenarios
In order to test the capabilities of the proposed database and life cycle management solution with
aISPRS
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for distributed version control of releases, two application scenarios
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have been created.
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Figure 5. Scenario Area of Interest (AOI) with the different sources for creating a unified
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building inventory.
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in order to integrate the available data:
•
Transaction tt1: Insert object geometries from EO data analysis.
Release R1: tt1:
EO Insert
data. object geometries from EO data analysis.
•• Transaction
Transaction
tt2:
Update EO geometries with geometries from OSM where (ValueOSM >
•• Release
R1: EO
data.
ValueEO)
∧
(GeomOSM
∩ GeomEO).
•
Transaction tt2: Update EO
geometries with geometries from OSM where (ValueOSM > ValueEO)
• ∧Transaction
OSM objects where not GeomOSM ∩ GeomEO.
(GeomOSMtt3:
∩ Insert
GeomEO).
Release R2: tt3:
EO Insert
and OSM
•• Transaction
OSMdata.
objects where not GeomOSM ∩ GeomEO.
•
Transaction
tt4:
Update
attributes
of 10 buildings with values following the standards for
•
Release R2: EO and OSM data.
RRVS data entry.
•
Transaction tt4: Update attributes of 10 buildings with values following the standards for RRVS
•
Transaction tt5: Update EO and OSM geometries (EOSM) with geometries from OF where
data entry.
(ValueOF > ValueEOSM) ∧ (GeomOF ∩ GeomEOSM).
•
Transaction tt6: Insert OF objects where not GeomOF ∩ GeomEOSM.
•
Realease R3: EO, OSM and OF data enriched with RRVS attributes.
Table 1 shows the evolution of the average value for selected attributes as the dataset evolves
over time. Figure 6a shows the integrated building inventory at release 3 (R3), with colors
indicating the different sources of the building geometries. Figure 6b shows the database state at
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Transaction tt5: Update EO and OSM geometries (EOSM) with geometries from OF where
(ValueOF > ValueEOSM) ∧ (GeomOF ∩ GeomEOSM).
Transaction tt6: Insert OF objects where not GeomOF ∩ GeomEOSM.
Realease R3: EO, OSM and OF data enriched with RRVS attributes.

Table 1 shows the evolution of the average value for selected attributes as the dataset evolves over
time. Figure 6a shows the integrated building inventory at release 3 (R3), with colors indicating the
different
of the
building geometries. Figure 6b shows the database state at transaction time
2
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6.2. Scenario II: Real-World Changes and Object Life-Cycle
6.2. Scenario II: Real-World Changes and Object Life-Cycle
In the second scenario, the building stock of a city is modelled in space and time throughout
In the second scenario, the building stock of a city is modelled in space and time throughout
different phases of disaster risk management, from pre-event mitigation to post-event response and
different phases of disaster risk management, from pre-event mitigation to post-event response
long-term recovery. Real world changes to the building stock (e.g., retrofit of buildings) and
and long-term recovery. Real world changes to the building stock (e.g., retrofit of buildings) and
information updates (e.g., new information becomes available about existing buildings) are
information updates (e.g., new information becomes available about existing buildings) are considered
considered in the scenario. The GEM Building Taxonomy has been fully implemented into the
in the scenario. The GEM Building Taxonomy has been fully implemented into the database structure
database structure to characterize the building stock in a standardized and comparable way.
to characterize the building stock in a standardized and comparable way. Additional attributes relating
Additional attributes relating to a building’s structural vulnerability and damage grades were
to a building’s structural vulnerability and damage grades were implemented based on the European
implemented based on the European Macro-seismic Scale 1998 (EMS-98) [31]. Data acquisition is
Macro-seismic Scale 1998 (EMS-98) [31]. Data acquisition is simulated, exploiting different information
simulated, exploiting different information sources at varying spatial resolution. The data that are
sources at varying spatial resolution. The data that are used in this scenario have been imported from
used in this scenario have been imported from independent acquisition campaigns. The
independent acquisition campaigns. The combination of building attributes and geometries does
combination of building attributes and geometries does not represent the actual inventory of a real
not represent the actual inventory of a real city but has been assembled to clearly exemplify several
city but has been assembled to clearly exemplify several application scenarios of interest for risk
application scenarios of interest for risk management. The building footprints have been imported
management. The building footprints have been imported from OpenStreetMap (OSM) by selecting
500 buildings from a German city. The building attributes were extracted from a database of
buildings that were inspected by structural engineers by using the Remote Rapid Visual Screening
(RRVS) procedure described in [27]. Further attributes were derived from census data.
Figure 7 depicts the timeline of events that are considered in the scenario. Both transaction (tt)
and valid (vt) timelines are represented. At tt0, the database is populated with 500 building
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from OpenStreetMap (OSM) by selecting 500 buildings from a German city. The building attributes
were extracted from a database of buildings that were inspected by structural engineers by using the
Remote Rapid Visual Screening (RRVS) procedure described in [27]. Further attributes were derived
from census data.
Figure 7 depicts the timeline of events that are considered in the scenario. Both transaction (tt) and
valid (vt) timelines are represented. At tt0, the database is populated with 500 building geometries from
OSM and attribute values from RRVS at per-building resolution and with a zonation of the city from
Earth Observation (EO) data at a neighborhood resolution. At tt1/vt0, a Rapid Visual Screening (RVS)
survey
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Figure 8 shows the evolution of the integrated building inventory over different transaction
times (tt0, tt4, tt6, and tt8). The different database states have been recovered using the transaction
time history query (ttime_gethistory()), which creates a view of the transaction time history.
SELECT * FROM history.ttime_gethistory(‘object_res1.ve_resolution1’, ‘history.ttime_history’);
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Figure 8 shows the evolution of the integrated building inventory over different transaction times
(tt0, tt4, tt6, and tt8). The different database states have been recovered using the transaction time
history query (ttime_gethistory()), which creates a view of the transaction time history.
_gethistory(‘object_res1.ve_resolution1’, ‘history.ttime_history’);
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history.ttime
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Figure 8. Integrated building inventory at different transaction times as recovered from the database
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In the following, a spatio-temporal query example is shown, which involves spatial, attribute,
In the following, a spatio-temporal query example is shown, which involves spatial, attribute,
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valid, and transaction time components. The query selects from the valid time history view all the
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SELECT DISTINCT ON (a.gid) a.* FROM history.vtime_history as a, streets as b
WHERE a.yr_built_vt1 >= ‘2013-12-01’ AND a.yr_built_vt1 <= ‘2014-12-01’ AND
a.yr_built_vt = ‘MODIF’ AND
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SELECT DISTINCT ON (a.gid) a.* FROM history.vtime_history as a, streets as b
WHERE a.yr_built_vt1 >= ‘2013-12-01’ AND a.yr_built_vt1 <= ‘2014-12-01’ AND
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf._2017, 6, 114
17 of 20
a.yr built_vt = ‘MODIF’ AND
ST_INTERSECTS(ST_BUFFER(b.the_geom,50), a.the_geom) AND
a.mat_type = ‘MR’ AND
a.mat_type = ‘MR’ AND
_timestamp
a.transaction_timestamp
> (timestamp
‘now’‘now’
- interval
‘1 week’) ‘1 week’)
a.transaction
> (timestamp
- interval
_
ORDER BY a.gid, a.transaction timestamp DESC;

ORDER BY a.gid, a.transaction_timestamp DESC;
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algorithms are available [39,41] that could be combined with the proposed solution. The decision
criterion that matches objects between different datasets and that triggers the check whether an
object should be considered for an update or not is currently based on a spatial intersection of
existing and new object geometries. This works well when object geometries are simple and of
generally high accuracy and/or distributed with enough proximity to each other. In case of an
integration of complex, large scale, and low accuracy datasets this, however, could introduce object
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are available [39,41] that could be combined with the proposed solution. The decision criterion that
matches objects between different datasets and that triggers the check whether an object should be
considered for an update or not is currently based on a spatial intersection of existing and new object
geometries. This works well when object geometries are simple and of generally high accuracy and/or
distributed with enough proximity to each other. In case of an integration of complex, large scale,
and low accuracy datasets this, however, could introduce object mismatches. In such a case where
pure geometrical matching would be error-prone and unique object identifiers are not available, more
sophisticated approaches that match objects between different datasets by using several attributes and
fuzzy matching criteria may be required.
Queries about location, spatial properties and relationships, time, temporal properties and
relationships, and spatio-temporal behaviors and relationships are supported. Multi-representation in
the form of a multi-resolution approach with dynamic linkage between resolutions is also included.
However, some functionalities such as the generalization of geometries between different resolutions
should be further extended and different generalization functions should be made available. Only a
simple generalization function for polygon geometries is currently implemented in the database model.
Modifications and extensions can, however, be applied without major changes to the basic design.
8. Conclusions
The consideration for the information life cycle, from collection and storing to updating and
disposal, is rarely mentioned in the context of disaster risk management. Yet, ever-increasing amounts
of information are being made available. With the provision of high-quality EO data, the increasing
availability of data from open-sources, and the results of the collection effort of many non-interacting
players (e.g., governmental institutions, NGOs, research institutions), a progressive layering of
information with different quality, vintage, and reliability unfolds. In order to make these growing and
increasingly dynamic datasets accessible and actionable in the framework of disaster risk management,
consistent spatio-temporal data management plays a key role. The proposed database and information
life cycle solution for building exposure data provides a conceptual and technological solution to
cope with this development. The specific points that were jointly addressed by this study include
spatio-temporal data modelling, the use of facetted taxonomies, multi-representation, and information
life-cycle management. From each of these research domains, the most promising approaches have
been selected and combined into a comprehensive solution that meets the needs of current and future
disaster risk management practices. The presented solution is free and open-source and can be accessed
from GitHub [45] along with the scenario data and an extended set of sample queries. Database design
is an iterative process, and the proposed solution is to be considered a prototype that still needs
to be further tested in real world applications. Currently, the proposed solution is used to manage
a multi-scale exposure model for Central Asia [46]. Future work will be dedicated to probabilistic
information integration and to the implementation of multi-hazard integrated taxonomies aimed at
the prompt assessment of risk in complex urban environments.
Supplementary Materials: The presented solution is distributed on a free and open-source basis and is available
online at https://github.com/MWieland/sensum_db.
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